Introduction

The automotive environment is the source of many electrical hazards. These hazards, such as electromagnetic interference, electrostatic discharges and other electrical disturbances, are generated by various automotive sub-systems like ignition, relay contacts, alternator, injectors, and other accessories.

These hazards can occur directly in the wiring harness in case of conducted hazards, or be applied indirectly to electronic modules by radiation. These generated hazards can impact the electronics in two ways - either on the data lines or on the power rail wires, depending on the environment.

These disturbances found in the automotive environment are described in several standards like ISO 7637, ISO 16750, ISO 10605, and SAE J-1113 among others.

This document describes design considerations for particular protection solutions against overvoltage and reverse polarity battery hazards as well as design considerations for a combined solution.
1 Surge definition standards

*Figure 1* and *Figure 2* show simplified forms of the main surges that can affect automotive electronic parts.

**Figure 1. ISO 7637 and ISO 16750 main surges on automotive power rail**

**Figure 2. ISO 10605 vehicle test levels**

To prevent the onboard electronic modules being disturbed, or even damaged, designers have to consider protection devices each time they develop a new module. Their choice can range from a simple clamping topology like using varistors or Transils™ to more sophisticated protection topologies using several discrete devices or ICs (integrated circuits).

TM: Transil is a trademark of STMicroelectronics
Due to cost considerations clamping device solutions are frequently used. These clamping solutions generally use varistors or Transils. Figure 3 shows the device symbols.

**Figure 3. Clamping device symbols**
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Varistors are always symmetrical clamping devices whereas Transils can be either symmetrical or asymmetrical.

*Figure 4 shows typical static behavior of such devices.*

**Figure 4. V/I curves for varistors and Transils**
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The traces given in *Figure 4* show the static behavior of each device for current versus voltage applied between terminals. We can see that the behavior is symmetrical for varistor device whereas it can be either symmetrical or asymmetrical for Transil devices. This difference is due simply to the different internal physical structure of varistors and Transils (metal oxide structure versus silicon structure).
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show examples of dynamic behavior using either a Transil or a varistor.

**Figure 5.** Example of electronic module protection with asymmetrical Transil™ when positive or negative surge occur

**Figure 6.** Example of electronic module protection with a varistor when positive or negative surge occur

In some cases using asymmetrical Transil may be preferable compared to varistor. For instance, as shown in Figure 7, there are some electronic modules that can only support electrical voltage supply varying from +40 V to -3 V. So the use of asymmetrical Transil helps to limit negative electrical overstress to a safe level for the electronics.
Figure 7. Example of protection when the electronic module can withstand a voltage ranging from -3 V to +40 V

Figure 9, Figure 10, Figure 11, and Figure 12 show a test case example using a 25 V $V_{bo}$ (breakover voltage) varistor compared to a 27 V $V_{br}$ (breakdown voltage) asymmetrical Transil when submitted to pulse 2 and pulse 1 from ISO 7637-5 (see Figure 1). Figure 8 shows the test circuit.

Figure 8. ISO 7637-2 pulse 1 and pulse 2 test setup
Figure 9. Asymmetrical Transil behavior when ISO 7637-2 pulse 2 is applied

Figure 10. Varistor behavior when ISO 7637-2 pulse 2 is applied
The voltage behavior is quite different for the positive and negative surges between varistor and Transil. For the positive surge case the Transil clamping efficiency limits the overvoltage to 30 V whereas the varistor clamping level is about twice the Transil one.

The negative surge is clamped to few hundreds of millivolts with the Transil whereas the clamping voltage is close to -45 V with the varistor.
The test results shown in Figure 9, Figure 10, Figure 11 and Figure 12 indicate that protection effectiveness has marked differences when using a varistor or a Transil protection solution. The choice between the two solutions depends on the protection level needed.

Designers should not neglect the difference in the destruction mode between the two solutions. When a varistor is destroyed it turn into open-circuit, thus no longer protects the electronic module. When a Transil is damaged it becomes a short-circuit and still protects the electronic module.

However, varistors are still frequently used in automotive protection solutions. But, due to increasing electronic module susceptibility, varistors are often replaced by Transils or other accurate surge suppressors in the latest solutions.
2 Reverse polarity battery protection

Another vital consideration for protection solutions is the ability for the electronic module to withstand the reverse battery polarity test (see Figure 1). This test is defined in ISO 16750-2 standard to be a -14V test that last 60 s for 12 V systems.

For this reason all the electronic modules are equipped with a serial protection against the reverse polarity battery hazard. This serial protection typically consists of a fuse or a diode as shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14.

Considering the circuit in Figure 13, when the reverse polarity battery test is applied the parallel protection, (an asymmetrical Transil), shorts the electrical overstress. Thus all the energy flows through the parallel protection and the fuse. The fuse blows and opens the circuit. The remaining voltage at the electronic module side is limited to some few hundreds of millivolts as the Transil diode acts in forward protection.

Note that there is no possibility to use a varistor in this case otherwise the residual voltage applied to the electronic module would be higher than the limits.

Considering the circuit in Figure 14, when the reverse polarity battery test is applied, no current flows though the parallel protection made of an asymmetrical Transil, because the
serial protection using a diode blocks the negative overstress. Therefore there is no negative remaining voltage at the electronic module terminations.

The parallel protection does not act in this case but plays its role when positive surges are concerned.

Comparing the two solutions, both reverse polarity battery protection solutions show about the same performance. But the use of a fuse as a serial protection has its limitation due to the need of repair or replace blown fuses.

In the case of a diode used as serial protection, first considerations might indicate that the only restriction we need is a reverse breaking voltage higher than the 14 V defined by the reverse polarity battery test specified in the ISO 16750 standard. But, this would not be correct because this serial reverse protection diode will have to withstand the negative electrical overstresses imposed by the ISO 7637-2 standard as well - in particular pulses 1 and 3a.

For this reason the breaking voltage of the serial protection diode will be rather 150 V minimum unless the serial reverse battery protection is made with a clamping device as in some cases.

There are also some cases where a clamping diode like Transil is used as serial reverse polarity battery protection combined with a conventional parallel protection. This is the case of the RBO40-40 that combines both protection in one die and complies with the ISO 10605, ISO 16750 and almost all ISO 7637-2 requirements.

This device is shown in Figure 15.

**Figure 15. Complete protection solution using the RBO40-40**

*Figure 17, Figure 18 and Figure 19 show the RBO40-40 behavior when submitted to ISO 7637-2 pulse 2 and pulse 1 and ISO 16750-2 reverse polarity battery test.*

*Figure 16 shows the test circuit.*
Figure 17 shows that the pulse 2 surge is clamped below 30 V, which fully protects the electronic module during the test.
Figure 18. RBO40-40 behavior when submitted to ISO 7637-2 pulse 1

Figure 18 shows the remaining voltage after the protection device is some hundreds of millivolts negative. Thus the electronics can be well protected regarding negative surges.

Figure 19. RBO40-40 behavior when submitted to ISO 16750-2 reverse polarity battery test
**Figure 19** shows the behavior of the protection device behavior when reverse polarity of the battery is applied during 60 s. This figure shows that the reverse polarity battery test does not affect the protection device. No dissipation occurs inside the RBO40-40.

These results show that whatever the surge, the RBO40-40 satisfies both reverse polarity battery and overvoltage protection requirements.

Reverse polarity battery current is blocked thanks to the series internal diode for which the break-over ($V_{br}$) voltage is higher than the test voltage. Higher negative voltage surges are clamped.

RBO40-40 is able to withstand pulse 5 (see **Figure 1**) with the conditions given in **Table 1**.

**Table 1.** ISO 7637-2 pulse 5 conditions for the RBO40-40 to withstand the surge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generator clamped voltage (V)</th>
<th>Pulse duration (ms)</th>
<th>Series resistor (Ω)</th>
<th>$V_{bat}$ (V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This device is also very efficient regarding ESD surges (positive or negative) and ensures complete protection of the electronic module.
3 Conclusion

All electronic modules that are designed for automotive environment should be equipped with protection devices that eliminate all kinds of electrical overstress and prevent the electronics from battery reverse polarity damage.

The RBO40-40 protection device is a high effective solution to achieve both electrical overstress and reverse polarity battery protection.
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